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Abstract—This work presents the ongoing efforts made in
creating a web application for the visualization of statistical data
on commuter relationships. The results of the cooperation efforts
between the Leibniz-Institute for Regional Geography (IFL) and
the Statistics Department of the German Federal Employment
Agency (BA) are targeted toward a broad audience of users such as
politicians, journalists, planners, and the general public. The
presentation will elaborate on the challenges such a
geovisualization offers such as the right choice of symbolization,
the proper reduction of data complexity, the integration of detail
and overview through methods of both, interaction and
visualization. Included are demonstrations and an invitation to
discuss proposed solutions.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Statistical data on socio-economic flows are crucial for the
assessment and planning of regional and urban infrastructures.
Statistical indicators on magnitude and number of relations of
migrants and commuters give insight about the level of
centralization of a region, the inter-connectedness of its
entities and they allow an estimation of development
potentials.
The Federal Employment Agency (BA) generates statistical
data on commuters when processing social insurance / social
security registrations of employed people. The data have been
made available as files containing matrices on the
administrative levels of states, counties, and municipalities
(Länder, Kreise, Gemeinden). These files are usually
employed by local government, local politicians, planners and
journalists under a local or regional perspective. It can be
assumed that only few of those users have access to a
geovisualization of the data. The Leibniz-Institute for
Regional Geography Leipzig (IFL) is in the process of
creating a web application for the visualization of these
commuter relationships.
The development of this application benefits greatly from
previously gained experiences involving geovisualizations of
commuter and migration data [8] [2].
II. SCOPE OF THE APPLICATION
Our application will visualize the relevant in-commuter and
out-commuter relationships for each of the German
municipalities on each of the administrative levels. The
application will run within a web browser and will be
available to the general public, although particularly sensitive
data will not be available in selected areas.

The purpose of the application is to provide a visual
analysis of local and regional commuter patterns for users
with a regional interest. Under a data model perspective these
views correspond to a local subset of the commuter matrix.
Users with a more general interest in commuter data will
acquire insight from overview visualizations depicting aspects
of the whole of the nation-wide commuter matrix. These
views will offer diverse perspectives upon the total of the
commuter matrix.
The primary focus is not to provide tools that satisfy the
requirements of experts. Planners, for example, use a number
of complex indicators that are derived from commuter
relationships (e.g. commuter ratios, work place density, the
Independence-Index). Synthetic indicators like these, although
helpful to the expert [7], will not play a prominent role. The
shift away from synthetic indicators is due to the difficulties
of communicating their complex meaning to a larger
audience. A low-threshold access to visualizations of the total
of the German commuter matrix will benefit experts and nonexperts alike in making huge amounts of data available for
interpretation.
The core variables of interest are the number of in- and outcommuters, the balance between source and destination, the
distance and angle between source and destination. Out of
these core variables a number of interactive images will be
created. The purpose of these maps is to visualize the zones of
influence of a city or a system of cities and possibly reveal
patterns of spatial distribution.
The time dimension of these variables will contain yearly
values and will be used to display the development of
relations over time and to depict a change in the zones of
influence.
III. PREVIOUS WORK
A. Symbolization of Relationships
Linear signatures like arrows, bands and vectors appear as a
logical choice to associatively connect commuter data with
terms like movement, dynamics, and action. In fact, the preattentive perception of the visual system processes the
weight/strength and length of linear symbols in the very early
stages of perception [9]. This makes both of these properties
strong cartographic variables for lines. However, Rae [6]
makes clear that a map with thousands of linear thematic map
symbols, as it would be often the case with our data, is
incomprehensible and imperceptible, even with the most

careful symbolization and on the largest computer screens. It
appears to be a symbolization option “for a small number of
adequately distributed regions” [3] only.
Also, the length of the symbols is dominating the map and
is interfering with the intended visualization of the quantity of
the relationship. We proposed earlier [2] to make a move
towards a point symbolization and use area diagrams.
Whether this is a satisfying solution in all circumstances
remains a point of discussion.
B. Reduction of Complexity
One way to handle complexity is to use a filtering approach
and decide to visualize the most relevant relations only. Both
Pütz [5] and Rae [6] use this technique and decide for
relatively high filter threshold values. This results in a grave
loss of information, sometimes as high as 99%. We proposed
[2] to investigate aggregation of data and entities as another
way to handle complexity.
C. Detail, Overview and Context
One specific concern is the visualization of commuter
relations that go beyond the map view, specifically when a
map is zoomed-in. Baudisch and Rosenholtz [1] propose a
technique that provides distance cues for off-screen objects in
a context of mobile map use. Can this method be adapted to
show quantities as well?
IV. DESIGN CHALLENGES
A serious obstacle to comparison of statistics over time is
the “Modifiable Areal Unit Problem” [4]. This issue is
resolved by the data provider on the level of the statistical
data. This allows us to display all data on the most current
version of the administrative boundaries. Apart from this, a
number of challenges remain.
The symbolization of relations will involve a mixture of
linear and point symbolization. The choice of the
symbolization, the transition between symbolization variants
and the role of interaction is subject to investigation. Also,
intuitive mnemonic hints need to be given to communicate the
movement aspect of the data and to code the direction of
commuter balances. The use of animation is one direction to
be investigated. Another interesting question is the
symbolization of commuter relations that are off-screen while
the map is zoomed-in. We take inspiration from the work
mentioned above and will continue to experiment with a
technique that provides (quantitative) hints to off-screen
objects. (We call this technique “orbit”.)
Closely interrelated to the symbolization are the questions
of complexity and the use of aggregation and filtering. One
specific direction we will explore is the mixture between
filtering and an aggregated display of data suppressed by the
filter. In the process of aggregation the hierarchical nature of
the statistical data (states – counties – municipalities) will be
exploited.
The temporal aspect of the data will be visualized through
proven methods of (area) diagrams. However, the question

remains whether the time aspect can find a reflection in the
linear symbolization of relations as well. Also, the
development of relations over time and a change in the zones
of influence may be quite subtle visually. We will investigate
ways to make these changes more prominent visually, for
example through temporal aggregation of years.
V. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Two obvious yet complex questions will demand attention
once the application is ready for dissemination: Is the
application easy to use, even without training (low-threshold)?
Does it provide effective insight into local as well as regional
and national phenomena of commuting?
From a more general research perspective visual
aggregation techniques and the visualization of off-screen
quantities (“orbit”) raise a lot of questions. Does aggregation
of entities communicate the complexity of the underlying
quantities well? Is the contextualization of map views through
a visualization of off-screen quantities helpful?
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